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Ey fgts, no offense, but u all negative me game? Russian Empire? Noooo go frick off other campaigns like Britian or French's
cuz dey suz If u hax probremz with ze bugs just do this (Thanks to zxiixz) Step 1: Go to your Steam Library and right click on
Battle of Empires Step 2: Click the Properties tab.. Has anybody actually managed to get the Russian Campaign to work. The
French Campaign was brilliant so i was eager for a shot at fighting on the Eastern Front. Unfortunately no matter what I try, it
seems that the Russian Campaign says it is not installed, even when it claims it has updated the game.. Contains mostly annoying
and tedious missions, as well as the worst voiceacting I have ever heard in my life. If they instead had hired Tommy Wiseau and
just given him some lines to read it'd be much better than the otherwordly bad VA these missions have right now. Maybe the
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Russian version is better, who knows right? Don't bother.. Has anybody actually managed to get the Russian Campaign to work.
The French Campaign was brilliant so i was eager for a shot at fighting on the Eastern Front. Unfortunately no matter what I try,
it seems that the Russian Campaign says it is not installed, even when it claims it has updated the game.. The French campaign is
fun and I was so excited for this but, I can't play it. It says it is not installed after I have updated it, uninstalled it three times but
nothing works. It seems that a lot of people are having this problem with this DLC and I really want to play it. So, if anyone has
a solution please share it so we can all have fun with the new DLC.. Can't install the dlc even though i own the game.Great game
though.. WHY IT ISNT POSSIBLE TO PLAY RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN? DOES ANYONE HAS ANY SOLUTION?. Can't
install the dlc even though i own the game.Great game though.. it says i have it but i cant find a way to install it. Step 1: Go to
your Steam Library and right click on Battle of Empires Step 2: Click the Properties tab.
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